
IL SOGNO DEL MARINAIO 
TERZO TOUR 

band & crew: 

- mike watt : bass, voice 
- stefano pilia : el. guitar, voice, electronics 
- paolo mongardi : drums, voice, electronics 
- hiyori minato: assistant and merch 

backline requests: 
      
-n. 2 chairs with no arms ( all the three of us will be playing sitting down, paolo has his drums stool ) 
-n. 3 mic stand 
-n. 1 drum carpet 
-n. 3 monitors  
- where possible, an extra stereo stage monitor configuration (or side fields) would be very appreciated to hear 

properly the stereo image of the electronics  
- for march n. 1 table and n.1 chair, n.1 table light with electric plug 

CH INSTRUMENT INSERT MIC NEED

1 bassdrum
re20 or beyer m 88 or audix 
d6 or scure beta 52A or 
similar

*

2 snare beyer m201 or d112 *
3 hh akg 451 *

4 floor senn md421 or beyer m201  
shure sm57 *

5 rack tom senn md421 or beyer m201 
or  shure sm57 *

6 /7 overhead akg 414-451 *

8/9 electronics / nord 
percussion pads 2 d.i. box *

10 bass d.i. our amp has one 
incorporated in the back

11 guitar senheizer 906 or similar *

12 voice mike our own mic / stand needed

13 voice ste our own mic / stand needed



All mics and d.i. boxes with simbol * are needed 

we need a resident sound engineer ! 

about food : 

hiyori has dairy, milk and beef allergies (also no carrot, no mushrooms, no red 
beet) 
stefano is vegetarian and pescatarian 
paolo and mike are omnivores 

some waters bottle (both sparkling and no sparkling), tortilla chips, a chilly spicy 
sauce, nuts and fruits, guacamole, humus and green and a few beers are very 
welcome  

if possible also a kettle boiler with herbs tea & coffee would be very appreciated 

about rooming / accommodation: 

1 x double bed room for mike and hiyori 
2 x single room when possible or 1 x twins room for paolo and stefano 

travelling: 

very important!  
we need a safe parking spot for our van -possibly at the hotel or near by - 
during the night. in case it would not be possible to provide a safe parking spot 
for the night, we would prefer to leave our gear at the venue and load out the 
morning after the show. 
we will be traveling with a fiat scudo van diesel euro 4 / plate DK265KT 
height 1980 cm length 4805 cm width 1895 cm. 
If a low emission zone toll is required in your town please let us know 

14 voice paolo Sm58 or similar / stand 
needed *

15/
16

electronic modulars 
sample ste 2 d.i. box *



contacts: 

stefano 0039 366 163 2796 mail stepilia@gmail.com 
paolo    0039 328 278 6248 mail paolazzi@gmail.com 
hiyori     0049 175 663 2032 mail hiyorim@zoho.com  

THANK YOU! 
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